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Size-tunability of the electronic and optical properties of semiconductor quantum dots and nanoclusters is

due to the quantum size effect, which causes variations in the electronic excitations as the particle

boundaries are changed. Recently, CdSe and CdTe quantum dots have been used in energy harvesting

devices. Despite these promising practical applications, a complete understanding of the electronic

transitions associated with the surfaces of the nanoparticles is currently lacking and is difficult to achieve

experimentally. Computational methods could provide valuable insights and allow us to understand the

electronic and optical properties of quantum dots and nanoclusters. Hollow cage and endohedral or

core–shell cage structures for CdnTen clusters have been reported before. We have performed

systematic density functional theory (DFT) studies on the structure and electronic properties of the

CdnTen (n ¼ 1–17) clusters. As the number of atoms increases in the CdnTen clusters, the predicted

geometries change from simple planar structures to more complicated 3D-structures. Two classes of

the most stable structures were elucidated for clusters with n ¼ 10–17: (i) hollow cage structures with an

empty center; and (ii) endohedral or core–shell cage structures with one or more atoms inside the cage.

Noticeably higher highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)-lowest unoccupied molecular orbital

(LUMO) gaps were observed for the hollow cage isomers as compared to the core–shell structures. The

highest occupied molecular orbitals of all of the clusters studied were shown to be localized on the

surface of the cage for the hollow cage structures, while in the case of the core–shell structures, the

HOMO electron densities were found to be distributed both on surface and the interior of the structures.

Most of the small size clusters CdnTen (n ¼ 2–9) showed minimal values for the dipole moments (close

to zero) owing to the highly ordered and symmetric configurations of these structures. For isomers of

the larger clusters (n ¼ 10–17), it was observed that the core–shell structures have higher values for the

dipole moments than the hollow cage species because of the highly symmetric structures of the hollow

cages. Core–shell cage structures exhibited lower polarizability than the respective hollow cage structures.
1 Introduction

Semiconductor quantum dots have attracted signicant interest
owing to their tunable electronic and optical properties as
a result of variations in the size, shape and surface chemistry of
the particles.1 These semiconductor nanomaterials are
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becoming increasingly important owing to their potential
applications in electronic and optoelectronic devices such as
solar cells, electro-optical modulators, photodetectors, light
emitting diodes and sensors.1–13 Size-tunability of the electronic
and optical properties of semiconductor quantum dots and
nanoclusters is due to the quantum size effect, which causes
lowest-energy core–shell cage and hollow cage structures CdnTen (n ¼ 10–17);
Fig. S3. Plots of the LUMO+1 for clusters CdnTen (n ¼ 1–17); Fig. S4. Plots of
the LUMO+2 for clusters CdnTen (n ¼ 1–17); Table S1. The binding energy (Eb)
in eV per CdTe unit, point groups, HOMO values, LUMO values and
HOMO–LUMO gaps calculated using the B3LYP/Lanl2dz level of theory for
the lowest energy optimized structures of CdnTen (n ¼ 1–17), the hollow cage
and endohedral (core–shell) cage structures (n ¼ 10–17) and Table S2. The
binding energy (Eb) in eV per CdTe unit, point groups calculated using the
MP2/Def2-TZVP level of theory for the lowest energy optimized structures of
CdnTen (n ¼ 1–17), the hollow cage and endohedral (core–shell) cage
structures (n ¼ 10–17). See DOI: 10.1039/c8ra09465a
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variations in the electronic excitations as the particle boundaries
are changed.14 Recently, CdSe and CdTe quantum dots have been
used in energy harvesting devices, for example, quantum dot-
sensitized solar cells.6–10 Despite the promising practical applica-
tions of semiconductor quantum dots and nanoclusters,
a complete understanding of the electronic transitions associated
with the surface of nanoparticles is currently lacking and is
difficult to achieve experimentally. However, computational
methods could provide valuable insights to allow researchers to
understand the electronic and optical properties of quantum dots
and nanoclusters.15 This understanding of the electronic structure
and a knowledge of how to manipulate it has great importance as
far as practical applications are concerned. Numerous theoretical
studies have been conducted to understand the electronic prop-
erties of CdSe and CdTe nanoclusters. Hybrid nanostructures
have been developed combining graphene with CdTe quantum
dots to tune the band gap of the system.16 A similar study was
conducted with a hybrid nanostructure composed of a CdTe
nanotube and fullerene to engineer the electronic structure and
band gap of the nanocomposite.17 In one of the earliest compu-
tational studies on CdTe nanoclusters, Bhattacharya and Kshir-
sagar conducted a density functional theory (DFT) calculations for
CdTe nanoclusters to determine their structural and electronic
properties.18 The search for geometrical structures of CdnTen
clusters remains the focus of many researchers and various
structures containing a small number of CdTe units have been
investigated for lowest energy geometry and stability.19–22 As the
number of atoms increases in CdnTen clusters, the predicted
structures change from simple planar structures to more
complicated three-dimensional structures andmultiple structures
can be predicted for clusters with the same number of CdTe units.
Hollow cages and endohedral or core–shell cage structures for
a single CdnTen cluster have been reported.23 Magic size quantum
dots such as Cd33Se33 and Cd33Te33 have been simulated to
evaluate their structural and electronic properties both in the bare
form and when capped with ligands.24 The structural and elec-
tronic properties of small-sized nanoparticles (n ¼ 6, 9) of CdSe
and CdTe have also been computed for both the bare and capped
forms.25 A comparative study (DFT) of seven telluride compounds,
such as XTe (X ¼ Bi, Cd, Pb, Zn), X2Te3 (X ¼ Bi, Sb) and X2YxTe3_x
(X ¼ Bi, Y ¼ Se, x ¼ 0 to 0.3) revealed CdTe to be the best
compound for conductivity as compared to other compounds.26 A
theoretical investigation of CdTe multi-cage nanochains demon-
strated their increased stability and factors such as the assembly
mode and the number of cages were shown to affect the energy
gap, density of states and charge density distribution.27

The aim of the present study is to explore possible structures
for CdnTen with optimized geometries and the lowest energy for
each cluster. We performed DFT calculations to systematically
optimize the most stable geometries and explore the electronic
properties of CdnTen (n ¼ 1–17) clusters. Band gap analysis of
these clusters has also been performed and is discussed in detail.

2 Computational methods

Initial structural geometries were obtained from the published
literature, an unbiased search on the potential energy surface
5092 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 5091–5099
was performed using a stepwise simulated annealing technique
incorporating rst-principles molecular dynamics.19–21,23

Furthermore, we employed the particle swarm optimization
(PSO)28,29 technique as implemented in CALYPSO30,31 using
PWSCF code32 as the DFT engine to expand the canvas of
candidate structures. For the CALYPSO structural search, we set
different parameters for the population size and the number of
generations for the PSO algorithm. The population size and the
number of generations was xed to 10 for CdnTen (n ¼ 1–5), 20
for CdnTen (n ¼ 6–9) and 30 for CdnTen (n ¼ 10–17). Many
candidate geometries were also constructed manually consid-
ering the hexagonal and wurtzite crystal motifs for CdnTen
clusters. Some of the initial structures were adopted from
published studies on semiconductor clusters such as GaAs,
GaN, BN, and ZnO. Aer initial screening, the most probable
candidate geometries with the lowest energies were rst opti-
mized using hybrid functional B3LYP33 with basis sets of Los
Alamos double-z effective core potential (Lanl2dz)34–36 and were
then optimized again using a PBE0 (ref. 37) hybrid functional
with basis sets of Los Alamos double-z effective core potential
(Lanl2dz). The PBE0 functional has been previously found to
provide a good description of the semiconductor clusters.38,39 In
order to accommodate the dispersions, empirical dispersion
parameters (PBE0-D3) were implemented as proposed by
Grimme et al.40 All of the calculations for the candidate structures
and nal structures were carried out using both the B3LYP/
Lanl2dz and PBE0-D3/Lanl2dz approaches and implemented in
the Gaussian 09W soware package.41 Only the lowest energy
structure of each CdnTen cluster (n ¼ 1–9) was considered suit-
able to study the electronic properties. Two types of isomeric
structures (i.e., hollow cages and endohedral or core–shell cages
structures) were constructed for the larger clusters CdnTen (n ¼
10–17). All of the calculations were performed in the gas phase.
Frequency analysis was performed at the same DFT theory levels
to insure that the optimized structures were the true minima and
not transition states (conrmed by the absence of an imaginary
frequency). Single point second-order Møller–Plesset perturba-
tion theory (MP2)42–44 energy calculations were performed using
a larger basis set Def2-TZVP45 to evaluate the energy values of the
nal lowest energy structure and were found to be in better
agreement with the PBE0-D3/Lanl2dz calculations than with the
B3LYP/Lanl2dz calculations. Therefore, the results of the PBE0-
D3/Lanl2dz calculations are discussed throughout this paper
unless mentioned otherwise, and the results of the B3LYP/
Lanl2dz and MP2/Def2-TZVP approaches are given in Tables S1
and S2 (ESI†), respectively.

The binding energies, highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO)/lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) band
gaps, dipole moments and static dipole polarizabilities were also
calculated. The calculated structures and molecular orbitals of
the CdnTen clusters were visualized using GaussView soware.

3 Results and discussion

Before discussing the results of the present study, two previous
reports published by Bhattacharya20 and Zhao21 are worth
mentioning. Both reports describe the theoretical investigation
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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of CdnTen clusters. These previously published reports are
based on plane-wave DFT methods. The plane-wave DFT
method expands the Kohn–Sham orbitals in terms of the plane
waves, up to a certain maximum kinetic energy and assumes the
system to be fully periodic. However, the present work is based
on the localized-orbital (Gaussian) DFT approach. Therefore,
comparison of the results must be performed while keeping the
different nature of the DFT approaches in mind. The optimized
geometries of the CdnTen clusters are presented in Fig. 1 and 2.
Fig. 1 shows the gas phase optimized hollow cage type struc-
tures of CdnTen, in which n ¼ 1–9. Fig. 2 shows the structures of
the two types; hollow cage and core–shell cage geometries. Zhao
et al. reported that the core–shell cage structures were more
stable than the hollow cages for n $ 12.21 However, our calcu-
lations revealed that the core–shell cage structures become
more stable than the hollow cages for n $ 9.

The calculated binding energies of all of the optimized
congurations studied in this work are given in Table 1. The
binding energy (Eb) per Cd–Te unit was calculated for the
optimized geometries using the following expression:

Eb ¼ {n[E(Cd) + E(Te)] � E(CdnTen)}/n

In which E(A) indicates the total energy of system A.
CdTe is optimized as a dimer and a bond length of 2.61 Å and

2.65 Å at the PBE0-D3/Lanl2dz and B3LYP/Lanl2dz levels of
theories was observed, respectively. Previous calculations by Zhao
and co-workers21 predicted a bond length of 2.61 Å and Bhatta-
charya and Kshirsagar18 predicted a bond length of 2.57 Å.
Fig. 1 The lowest-energy optimized structures of CdnTen (n ¼ 1–9) with
and Cd with light colored spheres.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
For the CdnTen clusters in which 2# n# 8, Cd and Te atoms
adapt to alternate positions with a planar geometry and a coor-
dination number of two. The optimized structure of Cd2Te2 is
a rhombus (D2h), and for Cd3Te3 is planar (C3h) with Cd–Te
bond lengths of 2.79 Å and 2.73 Å at the PBE0-D3/Lanl2dz level
of theory, respectively, which agrees with the bond length pre-
dicted by Zhao and co-workers,21 while Cd2Te2 and Cd3Te3
showed bond lengths of 2.83 Å and 2.77 Å at the B3LYP/Lanl2dz
levels of theory, respectively. This comparison of bond lengths
revealed a difference of 0.04 Å when the clusters are optimized
with the PBE0-D3/Lanl2dz and B3LYP/Lanl2dz levels of theo-
ries. Two different geometries (Td and D4h) for Cd4Te4 were
found. These two geometries were found to be very close in
terms of energy with an energy difference of 0.49 eV making the
tetrahedral (Td) geometry a little more stable as compared to the
square planar (D4h) structure. This nding is different from that
found in the study published by Zhao and co-workers who re-
ported that the square planar geometry had the minimum
energy. The Cd–Te bond lengths for the tetrahedral Cd4Te4 and
square Cd4Te4 were calculated to be 2.95 Å and 2.75 Å, respec-
tively. Cd5Te5 adapts a non-symmetric 3D distorted envelop
structure and has a Cd–Te bond length of 2.71 Å, unlike the
planar pentagon structure reported by Bhattacharya and Zhao.
A planar to 3D shi starts to occur at n ¼ 5 as we observe
a distortion from the planar geometry.

The lowest-energy structures of CdnTen with n ¼ 6–9 are
closed polyhedral cages, which is in agreement with the
previous reports. These structures are mainly composed of 4-
membered and 6-membered rings with an alternate Cd and Te
the point group symmetry. Te is indicated with dark colored spheres

RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 5091–5099 | 5093



Fig. 2 The lowest-energy optimized structure of CdnTen (n ¼ 10–17), both isomers, that is, the hollow cage (HC) structures and the core–shell
cage (CSC) structures are given with the point group symmetry and the ground state energy difference of the two isomeric structures. Dark
colored spheres indicate Te and light colored spheres indicate Cd atoms.
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atomic arrangement. For these polyhedral cages, the coordi-
nation number increases from two to three. For n ¼ 6, the
minimum energy structure has a S6 point group. The optimized
structure is composed of two six-membered rings. For Cd7Te7,
the optimized structure consists of three six-membered rings
and six four-membered rings that have C3v symmetry. This
optimized geometry agrees with the previously reported struc-
ture for Cd7Te7. The optimized geometry of Cd8Te8 consists of
four distorted 6-membered rings and six 4-member rings and
has a S4 point group. The lowest-energy structure of Cd9Te9
consists of ve distorted 6-membered rings and six 4-membered
rings with a C3h point group.

Two classes of the most stable structures were elucidated for
the clusters with n ¼ 10–17. These structures are categorized
into the hollow cage structures with an empty center and the
endohedral or core–shell cage structures with one or more
atoms inside the cage. The structures for lowest energy of
clusters n ¼ 10–17 of both classes are shown in Fig. 2. All of the
5094 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 5091–5099
core–shell structures contain at least one atom at the center of
the cage, whereas the hollow cage structures have an empty
center. The lowest-energy hollow cage structure for Cd10Te10 has
a C3 point group symmetry and is composed of six six-
membered rings and six four-membered rings, while the
core–shell structure for the Cd10Te10 cluster has a point group of
C1 and has a 1.92 eV lower energy than the hollow cage struc-
ture, and is hencemore stable than the hollow cage structure (as
shown in Fig. 2). The idea of the core–shell structure comes
from the previously published work by Zhao et al.21 in which
they employed rst-principles molecular dynamics algorithms
to search for the possible geometries. Herein, the favorable
presence of the core–shell CdnTen (n $ 10) clusters was pre-
dicted using the localized-orbitals DFT approach.

Similarly, the core–shell structures of the clusters Cd11Te11
and Cd12Te12 both have C1 point group symmetry as compared
to the hollow cage structures that have Cs and Ci point group
symmetries, respectively. Both of the core–shell structures were
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Table 1 The relative energy (Ee, the energy of the putative global minimum is referenced to zero), binding energy (Eb) in eV per CdTe unit, HOMO
and LUMO energies, dipole moments (m) and polarizability per CdTe unit hai for the lowest energy optimized structures of CdnTen (n¼ 1–17), the
hollow cage and the endohedral (core–shell) cage structures (n ¼ 10–17)

Cluster Eb (eV per unit) HOMO/LUMO (eV) m (debye) hai (bohr3 per unit)

Cd1Te1 2.01 �5.7/�4.07 5.8233 78.59
Cd2Te2 3.76 �5.83/�3.21 0 71.49
Cd3Te3 4.45 �6.31/�2.67 0.0001 72.71
Cd4Te4 4.68 �6.44/�2.98 0.0003 70.01
Cd5Te5 4.56 �6.15/�2.86 0.6762 78.88
Cd6Te6 5 �6.38/�2.81 0.0001 70.62
Cd7Te7 5.01 �6.41/�2.76 1.2246 71.4
Cd8Te8 5.11 �6.41/�2.76 0.0001 71.43
Cd9Te9 5.16 �6.53/�2.78 0.0022 71.14

Core–shell cages Hollow cages

Ee (eV)
Eb (eV
per unit)

HOMO/LUMO
(eV) m (debye)

hai
(bohr3 per unit) Ee (eV)

Eb (eV
per unit)

HOMO/LUMO
(eV) m (debye)

hai
(bohr3 per unit)

Cd10Te10 0.00 5.2 �6.19/�2.81 3.198 71.05 1.92 4.97 �6.4/�2.83 1.4702 71.81
Cd11Te11 0.00 5.2 �6.32/�2.95 4.2208 71.11 0.37 5.21 �6.46/�2.8 1.2824 71.95
Cd12Te12 0.00 5.3 �6.36/�2.92 1.5299 69.84 0.43 5.25 �6.76/�2.76 0.0018 71.77
Cd13Te13 0.00 5.4 �6.47/�2.79 3.4536 70.1 1.66 5.25 �6.44/�2.87 1.9381 73.53
Cd14Te14 0.00 5.3 �6.04/�3.02 2.3672 71.89 1.18 5.25 �6.52/�2.87 0.8573 72.78
Cd15Te15 0.00 5.4 �6.37/�3.2 5.4224 72.03 1.35 5.27 �6.66/�2.86 0.0007 72.7
Cd16Te16 0.00 5.3 �5.81/�2.97 5.683 72.63 1.14 5.27 �6.61/�2.91 0.4124 72.79
Cd17Te17 0.00 5.4 �6.27/�2.99 10.788 71.71 0.97 5.31 �6.51/�2.95 3.4917 73.62
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found to be more stable than their counterpart hollow cage
structures by 0.37 and 0.43 eV, respectively. The cluster
Cd13Te13 was an exception and its core–shell structure is more
stable than all of the others studied structures with a binding
energy of 5.38 eV per unit. Themost stable hollow cage structure
for the Cd13Te13 cluster contains nine six-membered rings and
six four-membered rings in its cage with a C3 point group
symmetry, while the core–shell structure has a C1 point group
and has 1.66 eV lower energy than the hollow cage structure.
The most stable hollow cage structure for the Cd14Te14 cluster is
composed of ten six-membered rings, and six four-membered
rings with point group Cs symmetry, whereas the core–shell
structure of the Cd14Te14 cluster has a C1 point group and has
a 1.18 eV lower energy than the hollow cage structure, and is
hence more stable. The hollow cage structure of Cd15Te15 is
made of six four-membered rings and eleven six-membered
rings with a C3h point group symmetry and is less stable than
the core–shell structure of Cd15Te15 (C1 point group symmetry)
by 1.35 eV. The core–shell structure Cd16Te16 contains two (one
Cd and one Te atom) atoms inside the cage with a C1 point
group and is found to be more stable than a hollow cage of the
Cd16Te16 cluster, which is composed of six-four membered
rings and twelve six-membered rings (C1 point group
symmetry), by 1.14 eV. The hollow cage of the Cd17Te17 cluster
has thirteen six-membered rings and six four-membered rings
with a C1 point group symmetry, while the core–shell structure
of this cluster (C3 point group) is more stable than its hollow
cage counterpart by 0.97 eV. From the above discussion, it can
be generalized that out of these two congurations the core–
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
shell cage congurations are the most stable as compared to the
hollow cage congurations for all of the cluster sizes.

The binding energies of the clusters calculated using the
PBE0-D3/Lanl2dz level of theory (as shown in Table 1) are
somewhat different from the calculations with the B3LYP/
Lanl2dz level of theory (see Table S1, ESI†). The inclusion of
dispersion interactions in the theoretical simulations is
considered advantageous to achieving chemical accuracy.40,46

In order to understand the electronic properties of the
CdnTen clusters, the HOMO–LUMO energy gaps were calcu-
lated (see Fig. 3 and 4). We understand that the HOMO–LUMO
energy gap values should be used with caution, but we have
used them to show how the electronic properties of the clus-
ters studied change along with the cluster size and geometries.
The HOMO–LUMO gap analysis did not reveal a regular trend
based on the size and geometries of the CdnTen clusters, except
that noticeably higher HOMO–LUMO gaps were observed for
the hollow cage isomers as compared to the core–shell struc-
tures (see Fig. 4). The CdTe dimer had the smallest HOMO–
LUMO gap of 1.63 eV. The HOMO–LUMO gaps of all of the
other clusters varied between 2.62 eV (HOMO–LUMO gap of
Cd2Te2 structure) and 4.00 eV (HOMO–LUMO gap of Cd12Te12
hollow cage structure) and no systematic change in the gap
energy was observed in these nanoclusters. The Cd12Te12
hollow cage structure demonstrated the highest HOMO–
LUMO gap (4.00 eV) amongst all of the clusters. Interestingly,
the Cd9Te9 cluster has a HOMO–LUMO gap of 3.75 eV, which is
the largest HOMO–LUMO gap amongst the small CdnTen
clusters (n ¼ 1–9, Fig. 3).
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 5091–5099 | 5095



Fig. 4 HOMO–LUMO gaps for the CdnTen nanoclusters of both the
isomeric structure core–shell cages and the hollow cages (n¼ 10–17).

Fig. 5 Mean polarizability (bohr3 per unit) for the two isomeric forms
of the CdnTen nanoclusters.

Fig. 3 HOMO–LUMO gaps for the CdnTen nanocluster (n ¼ 1–9).

RSC Advances Paper
The dipole moments for the lowest-energy structures of all of
the types of clusters were computed to understand the
symmetries of the structures (dipole moments for all of the
structures are presented in Table 1). Most of the small size
clusters CdnTen (n ¼ 2–9) show minimal values for the dipole
moments (close to zero) owing to the highly ordered and
symmetric congurations of these structures. As the CdTe
dimer is a linear structure, it possesses a very high dipole
moment (5.8233 debye). Another exception is observed for the
Cd5Te5 cluster with a C1 symmetry and the Cd7Te7 cluster with
a C3v symmetry which have a relatively high dipole moment
(0.6762 and 1.2246 debye, respectively) as compared to the other
small size clusters (n ¼ 2–9). For the isomers of the larger
clusters (n ¼ 10–17), it was observed that the core–shell struc-
tures have higher values for the dipole moments than the
hollow cage structures because of the highly symmetric struc-
tures of the hollow cages of CdnTen (n ¼ 10–17) with the
symmetries: C3, Cs, Ci, and C3h. The hollow cage structures have
a symmetric charge distribution around the geometric centers,
and hence small dipole moments, while the core–shell struc-
tures are nonsymmetrical and therefore have high values for the
dipole moments.

Themean polarizability per CdTe unit is presented in Table 1
and Fig. 5. The isotropic polarizability is an average of the
polarizability in all orientations taken as a function of the
cluster size. Therefore, the mean polarizability per CdTe unit
can be dened as:

hai ¼ 1

3n

�
axx þ ayy þ azz

�

Fig. 5 shows a trend for the polarizability in relation to the
size and geometry of the CdnTen clusters. Cd5Te5 showed the
highest value for the mean polarizability hai owing to its dis-
torted out of plane envelop geometry. It is evident that all the
core–shell cage structures exhibited lower polarizabilities than
the respective hollow cage structures. The core–shell Cd12Te12
5096 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 5091–5099
has the lowest value of mean polarizability hai (69.84 bohr3 per
unit) compared to all of the other clusters. These results
revealed that the geometries of the clusters greatly inuence the
polarizability, and changes in the geometries from planer to
three dimensional and open geometries to more compact
geometries lower the value of polarizability.47

Fig. 6 shows the plots of the HOMO and LUMO of the
representative clusters and plots of the HOMO and LUMO of all
of the studied clusters are presented in the ESI (Fig. S1 and S2†).
The electron densities of the HOMOs lie on the surface of the
cage for the hollow cage structures while in the case of the core–
shell structures the electrons densities of the HOMO are
distributed both on the surface and the interior of the struc-
tures. This HOMO and LUMO analysis also revealed a trend for
the electron densities localization in the HOMO of the clusters,
while a clear delocalization of electron densities is demon-
strated by the LUMO of the clusters. This electron density
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 6 The HOMO and LUMO representative of the most stable lowest-energy clusters of CdnTen.

Paper RSC Advances
delocalization is also quite pronounced for the LUMO+1, and
LUMO+2 of the clusters studied (see ESI†).

4 Conclusions

As the number of atoms increases in the CdnTen clusters, the
predicted structures change from simple planar structures to
more complicated 3D-structures. Multiple structures can be
predicted for clusters with the same number of CdTe units. The
hollow cage and the endohedral or core–shell cage structures
for the same CdnTen clusters have been reported previously. We
have performed systematic DFT andMP2 studies to evaluate the
structures and electronic properties of the CdnTen (n ¼ 1–17)
clusters. The study results can be summarized as follows:

(i) For the CdnTen clusters with 2 # n # 8, the Cd and Te
atoms adapt alternate positions with a planar geometry and
a coordination number of two. Two different geometries (Td and
D4h) were found for Cd4Te4. These geometries were found to be
very close in energy, with an energy difference of only 0.12 eV,
making the tetrahedral structure a little more stable. The
Cd5Te5 cluster was shown to adopt a non-symmetric 3D dis-
torted envelop structure, unlike the planar pentagon structure
reported by Bhattacharya and Zhao. Thus, a planar-to-3D shi
starts to occur at n ¼ 5 as we observe distortion from the planar
geometry.

(ii) The lowest-energy structures for CdnTenwith n¼ 6–9 were
found to be closed polyhedral cages, in agreement with the
previous reports. These structures are mainly composed of 4-
membered and 6-membered rings with an alternate Cd and Te
atomic arrangement. For these polyhedral cages, the coordi-
nation number increases from two to three.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
(iii) Two classes of the most stable structures were elucidated
for the clusters with n ¼ 10–17. These structures were catego-
rized into the hollow cage structure with an empty center and
the endohedral or core–shell cage structure with one or more
atoms inside the cage. All the core–shell structures were shown
to contain at least one atom at the center of the cage. The idea of
the core–shell structure comes from the previously published
work by Zhao et al.21 in which the researchers employed rst-
principles MD algorithms to search for the possible geome-
tries. In our study, the favorable presence of the core–shell
CdnTen (n $ 9) clusters was predicted using the localized-
orbitals DFT approach.

(iv) The most stable species, according to their binding
energy values, eV per unit, were calculated to be the Cd12Te12
(core–shell cage) 5.29 eV per unit, Cd13Te13 (core–shell cage)
5.38 eV per unit, Cd14Te14 (core–shell cage) 5.33 eV per unit,
Cd15Te15 (core–shell cage) 5.36 eV per unit, Cd16Te16 (core–shell
cage) 5.34 eV per unit, Cd17Te17 (core–shell cage) 5.37 eV per
unit, and the Cd17Te17 (hollow cage) 5.31 eV per unit. The
binding energies were found to increase signicantly up to n¼ 9
and then varied within a 0.19 eV range (see Table 1).

(v) The HOMO–LUMO gap analysis revealed no regular trend
based on the size and geometries of the CdnTen clusters, except
that noticeably higher HOMO–LUMO gaps were observed for
the hollow cage isomers as compared to the core–shell struc-
tures. The CdTe dimer has the smallest HOMO–LUMO gap of
1.63 eV. The HOMO–LUMO gaps of all of the other clusters vary
between 2.62 eV (HOMO–LUMO gap of Cd2Te2) and 4.0 eV
(HOMO–LUMO gap of the Cd12Te12 hollow cage structure). The
Cd12Te12 hollow cage structure demonstrated the highest
HOMO–LUMO gap (4.0 eV) amongst all of the clusters.
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 5091–5099 | 5097
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(vi) For the larger clusters with n ¼ 10–12 the HOMO–LUMO
gap values increase gradually and Cd12Te12 (hollow cage)
showed the highest value, with a HOMO–LUMO gap of 4.00 eV.
For clusters with n ¼ 13–17 the HOMO–LUMO gap values vary
randomly with a sudden increase and sharp decrease, the
Cd16Te16 (core–shell cage) has a HOMO–LUMO gap value of
2.84 eV which is the lowest amongst the larger clusters. The
Cd15Te15 (hollow cage), cluster has the second largest HOMO–
LUMO gap, 3.80 eV amongst the investigated clusters. Among
the small CdnTen clusters (n ¼ 1–9) the largest HOMO–LUMO
gap 3.75 eV was shown by the Cd9Te9 cluster. In general, for the
hollow cage isomers, the HOMO–LUMO gap changes are much
less pronounced than for the core–shell structures.

(vii) The core–shell cage structures exhibited lower polariz-
abilities than the respective hollow cage structure. The core–
shell Cd12Te12 has the lowest value for the mean polarizability
hai (69.84 bohr3 per unit) than all of the other clusters. These
results revealed that the geometries of the clusters greatly
inuence the polarizability, and that changes in the geometries
from planar to three dimensional and open to more compact
geometries lower the value of the polarizability.

We propose that our ndings contribute a more profound
and detailed understanding of the trends in the changes in the
structural and electronic properties of the CdnTen nanoclusters
and will be helpful in both computational and experimental
studies of larger CdTe NP-containing systems.
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